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Radiative hydrodynamics simulations of ignition experiments show that energy transfer between

crossing laser beams allows tuning of the implosion symmetry. A new full-scale, three-dimensional

quantitative model has been developed for crossed-beam energy transfer, allowing calculations of the

propagation and coupling of multiple laser beams and their associated plasma waves in ignition

hohlraums. This model has been implemented in a radiative-hydrodynamics code, demonstrating control

of the implosion symmetry by a wavelength separation between cones of laser beams.
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Understanding and controlling the processes affecting
capsule implosion symmetry remains a crucial task for the
success of ignition experiments on facilities such as the
National Ignition Facility (NIF, [1,2]) or the Laser
Megajoule (LMJ, [3,4]). On these facilities, multiple laser
beams arranged as cones enter both sides of a hohlraum
and deposit their energy on the high-Z hohlraum walls,
generating the x-ray radiation that eventually implodes the
nuclear fuel capsule placed at the center of the hohlraum. A
uniformity of the x-ray drive on the capsule of the one
percent level is typically required to reach ignition; this is
usually accomplished by appropriately setting the laser
beam pointing and adjusting the power balance between
the laser cones in order to control the distribution of energy
deposition.

One of the processes that may particularly affect the
implosion symmetry is the power transfer from one laser
beam to another via induced Brillouin scattering. Kruer
et al. [5] first showed that this process may occur at the
laser entrance hole (LEH) of ignition hohlraums, where
multiple beams cross in a flowing plasma; energy transfer
between two crossing laser beams was then observed ex-
perimentally on the Nova laser facility by Kirkwood et al.
[6], and significant theoretical or numerical [7–10] and
experimental [11–14] work was then to follow.

In this Letter, we show that the transfer can be controlled
and used to tune the implosion symmetry in ignition ex-
periments. The first results of a new crossed-beam energy
transfer model coupled to the radiative hydrodynamics
code LASNEX [15] are presented. This model is the first
to provide quantitative calculations for the propagation and
energy transfer of multiple laser beams in three dimensions
and full-scale volumes ( ’ 100 mm3, 1011 cells). This is
also the first crossed-beam transfer study that includes all
laser beam smoothing techniques used in ignition experi-
ments, such as phase plates [16], smoothing by spectral
dispersion (SSD, [17]) and polarization smoothing (PS,
[18]). Their effects on energy transfer are investigated for
typical ignition conditions. A full-scale investigation of the

most current NIF target design is then presented. We show
that the transfer could alter the energy deposition for some
of the beams, but that a wavelength separation between the
laser beams allows one to control the transfer by Doppler
shifting the coupling resonance. LASNEX simulations in-
cluding our model show that such a wavelength separation
allows tuning of the implosion symmetry in ignition ex-

FIG. 1 (color). (a) Contour plot of a half NIF hohlraum’s
electron density (gray scale), and of the intensity of one pair
of laser beams at 30� and 50� from the hohlraum axis; the green
arrows represent the plasma flow, and the dashed blue lines the
limits of the simulation box. (b) Normalized coupling coefficient
Im½��=k0 [cf. Eq. (3)] along the central bisector line as a
function of z (distance along that line) and �� (wavelength shift
between the two laser beams, in Å). A �� ¼ 1:3 �A shift (dashed
black line) cancels the net transfer for that pair of beams; the red
dotted lines represent the bandwidth induced by 2.2 Å of SSD on
each beam.
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periments, which would also allow correcting for possible
impaired propagation of some of the laser beams (e.g., due
to laser-plasma instabilities).

Our model describes the 3D propagation of two crossing
laser beams and of the ion acoustic wave (IAW) excited by
their beat wave in steady state. The total laser electric field
a ¼ a0 þ a1 is composed of four enveloped fields, i.e.,
two orthogonal polarizations for each beam: aj ¼ 1

2 �ðâjxðx; y; zÞei�jxj þ âjyðx; y; zÞei�jyjÞ þ c:c, where j ¼ 0

for the first beam and 1 for the second. The unit vectors xj,

yj are perpendicular to the propagation direction of the

beam, zj (for a NIF geometry, yj is in the plane of zj and

the hohlraum axis). In order to minimize the error from the
paraxial approximation, the simulation box is chosen so

that its z axis bisects (z0, z1); the x axis lies in the plane
(z0, z1) (cf. Fig. 1). The phases are�0 ¼ k0ðzÞz cosð�sÞ þ
k0ðzÞx sinð�sÞ �!0t and �1 ¼ k0ðzÞz cosð�sÞ �
k0ðzÞx sinð�sÞ �!1t. The enveloped wave number is de-
fined with the same amplitude for both beams, following an
intensity-weighted transverse average of the electron den-

sity as in Ref. [19]: k0ðzÞ ¼ ð!0=cÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� n0ðzÞ=nc

p
with

n0ðzÞ ¼ hjaj2ðx; y; zÞneðx; y; zÞi?=hjaj2ðx; y; zÞi? [the
brackets denote a spatial average over the transverse direc-
tions (x, y)]; �s is the half angle between the two beam
wave vectors k0 and k1.
Accounting for all the couplings between the four com-

ponents of the total field in the derivation of the pondero-
motive force, we obtain a set of coupled equations for the
fields
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Here, k00ðzÞ ¼ dk0=dz, �nh ¼ neðx; y; zÞ � n0ðzÞ is the
transverse density variation, �ei is the electron-ion colli-
sion frequency, and !2

p0 ¼ 4�e2n0=me is the plasma fre-
quency. The first two terms of P describe the propagation
and diffraction with modified paraxial conditions [19], the
third term is the energy flux conservation, and the fourth
and fifth terms represent the refraction on inhomogeneous
density profiles and the inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption.

The average coupling coefficient �� describes the ion
acoustic plasma response to the ponderomotive pressure
of the beat wave in the linear kinetic limit. It accounts for
both: (i) the spatial frequency broadening due to the finite
aperture of the optics in the near-field, and (ii) the time
frequency broadening induced by the smoothing by spec-
tral dispersion (SSD). An SSD phase modulation of the
form exp½�i� sinð�mtÞ� in the near field gives a far-field
spectral density I! ¼ Pþ1�1 J2nð�Þ�ð!� n�mÞ (with
�m ¼ 17 GHz and � ¼ 5:25 on NIF). Each point in the
plasma is therefore illuminated by a range of frequencies
(due to SSD) and of k-vectors (due to the near-field aper-
tures) that can be considered independent when time aver-
aged over a modulator period. This leads to the following
averaged expression for the coupling coefficient:

��¼ Xþ1

l;l0¼�1

ZZ
A1ðk0? ��k=2ÞA0ðk00? þ�k=2Þ

� J2l ð�ÞJ2l0 ð�Þ�½k0? � k00?;�!þðl� l0Þ�m�dk0?dk00?;
(2)

where A0, A1 are the intensity distributions of the laser
beams in the near-field normalized such as

R
A0;1ðk?Þdk? ¼ 1, and �k ¼ k0 � k1;�! ¼

!0 �!1. The local coupling coefficient � is given by [10]

�ðk; !Þ ¼ 1

2
k0sin

2ð�sÞ �eð1þ �iÞ
1þ �e þ �i

; (3)

where �e and �i are the electron and ion susceptibilities
evaluated at (k, !� k � V). V is the plasma flow velocity.
Our model was applied to a NIF target design (with a

radiation temperature of 285 eVand a Be capsule ablator).
Figure 1(a) shows the hohlraum electron density with the
flow (green arrows), and the laser intensity for one pair of
beams (at 30� and 50� from axis). The 3D hydrodynamic
profiles are constructed from radiative-hydrodynamics
simulations with the code LASNEX, at the time of peak laser
power. The simulation box contains the full overlap vol-
ume of the two beams (dashed blue lines on Fig. 1). The
energy transfer occurs in a CH plasma, with electron
density and temperatures about 0.06 nc and 5–6 keV, re-
spectively. Our simulations use the continuous phase plate
(CPP) phase profiles measured from NIF, as well as PS
(which is readily described by our decomposition of the
fields into two polarizations), and SSD.
The coupling for small �� ¼ �0 � �1 values (where �0

and �1 are the wavelengths of the 30� and 50� beams)
occurs mainly in two regions, just outside and just inside
of the LEH (near z ’ �1:5 mm and þ1 mm on Fig. 1),
where the flow component along �k is maximum. This
leads to an energy transfer from the 30� towards the 50�
beam followed by a transfer from the 50� towards 30�, due
to a Doppler shift of the ��kcs resonances by �k � V.
Figure 1(b) presents a plot of Im½�=k0� as a function
of z and �� calculated along the central bisector line
(z-axis). There exists a wavelength shift that brings the
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coupling to a minimum by avoiding both resonances [here

for ��� 1:3 �A, dashed line on Fig. 1(b)]. Note that we
have performed gain calculations which show that back-
scattering and filamentation instabilities may occur only
deeper inside the hohlraum, outside of the volumes where
the beams cross and transfer energy.

The study is extended to all the laser beams by summing
up for each beam the transfer to or from each of its
neighbors; this is valid as long as the transfer is not too
large (second order effects are not taken into account). The
relevant pairs of beams are selected from 1D gain calcu-
lations, and turn out to be mostly nearest neighbors for flow
geometry reasons (in particular, the pairs shifted in azi-
muth have negligible transfers since the flow has nearly no
azimuthal component, i.e., �k � V 	 �kcs). All the se-
lected pairs have a half-angle separation smaller than 14�,
which keeps the paraxial treatment valid. Each pair of
beams has a different optimum wavelength shift that can-
cels the net transfer.

The two-color separation on NIF consists in shifting the
wavelength of the beams of the ‘‘outer cone’’ [entering the
hohlraum at large angles and hitting its walls near the
LEH—cf. Fig. 3(a) below] with respect to that of the
beams of the ‘‘inner cone’’ (hitting the walls near the

hohlraum waist), in the range �� ¼ ½0� 3� �A. We have
calculated the average transfer for both cones as a function
of ��, as shown in Fig. 2. The wavelength shift that
minimizes the energy transfer is about 0.6 Å, which is
different from the case of the (30�, 50�) pair due to the
contribution of all the other pairs of beams. This also
means that even when the net transfer is zero between
the inner and outer cones, there is still residual transfer
between some of the beams within each cone. Note that

since there is roughly twice more energy deposited in the
outer cone than in the inner cone, the relative energy gain
for the outer cones is nearly half the opposite of that of the
inner cone.
The transfer can reach significant levels (15% and more)

regardless of the smoothing option used, due to the long
propagation distances over which the coupling takes place,
even though the IAW amplitudes remain very small under
NIF conditions. We calculated the maximum �nA=n0 ’
10�4, which justifies neglecting the nonlinearity of the
IAW [10].
Figure 2 shows the effects of laser beam smoothing

techniques available on the NIF. Polarization smoothing
(PS), which consists of distributing the power between two
uncorrelated CPP fields at orthogonal polarizations, re-
duces the coupling by a factor of 2. This can be explained
as follows for one pair of beams. Assuming that the polar-
izations between the two beams are aligned, i.e., x0 � y1 ’
0, taking into account only the coupling step in Eq. (1), and
neglecting the SSD and spatial frequency broadening ef-
fects (i.e., using � instead of ��, with � assumed uniform
for further simplicity) leads to the simplified coupled
equations for a0:

@z
â0x
â0y

� �
¼ �i�

â0xjâ1xj2 þ â0yâ
�
1yâ1x

â0xâ
�
1xâ1y þ â0yjâ1yj2

 !
: (4)

If the coupling is small enough to neglect pump deple-
tion as well as any significant correlation between a0 and
a1, then the cross terms â0yâ

�
1yâ1x and â0xâ

�
1xâ1y vanish by

taking an ensemble average if all the fields â0x, â0y, â1x,

and â1y are uncorrelated. This leads to the following linear

FIG. 3 (color). (a) Hohlraum electron density from LASNEX at
peak laser power, with schematics of the inner and outer laser
cones (in units of I15 ¼ I=1015 W=cm2) and their respective
wavelengths. (b) Capsule density and fusion yield at ignition
for �� ¼ 0, 0.6 and 1.2 Å from LASNEX calculation including
crossed-beam transfer (same spatial scale on each image).

FIG. 2 (color). Relative energy gain of the inner and outer
cones as a function of the wavelength shift between the cones of
beams, �� ¼ �inner � �outer, with all smoothing techniques
(solid lines), CPP with PS and CPP only (dashed curves, shown
for the inner cone only). Also plotted is P2=P0 from LASNEX

simulations including crossed-beam energy transfer for �� ¼ 0,
0.6 and 1.2 Å.
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power gains for the two components of the field after
averaging in the transverse directions: P0x;yðzÞ ¼
ð1þ 2Im½��zP1x;yÞP0x;yð0Þ where P0x ¼

R
dxdyjâ0xj2,

etc. The total power is P0ðzÞ ¼ P0xðzÞ þ P0yðzÞ ¼
ð1þ Im½��zP1ÞP0ð0Þ, where we assumed that PS distrib-
utes the power equally between the two polarizations,
P1x ¼ P1y ¼ P1=2; the linear gain with PS is therefore

g ¼ Im½��zP1.
Without PS (e.g., by setting â0y ¼ â1y ¼ 0 and P0x ¼

P0, P1x ¼ P1), we simply have @zâ0x ¼ �i�â0xI1x, which
leads to P0ðzÞ ¼ ð1þ 2Im½��zP1ÞP0ð0Þ: the gain without
PS is therefore 2g. In other words, PS reduces the transfer
by a factor 2 in the linear gain regime.

Polarization smoothing therefore acts on the crossed-
beam transfer by phase mixing random fields having or-
thogonal polarizations, as long as the gain remains small
over both the interaction length and the speckle length. The
contrast of the speckle pattern does not matter then, as
opposed to the case of backscattering instabilities [20].

Figure 2 also shows that adding 2.2 Å of SSD bandwidth
at 1:054 �m increases the transfer. The coupling and
energy transfer are typically off resonance. The total

�2:2 �A bandwidth, represented by the zone between the
red dotted lines on Fig. 1(b) for the (30�, 50�) pair, then
overlaps with the resonance peaks, hence increasing the
transfer as previously speculated in Ref. [21].

A crossed-beam transfer model based on these results
was implemented in the code LASNEX. The transfer for
each beam was scaled as a function of time as being
proportional to the laser intensity. We have performed
three ignition simulations with wavelength separations of
0, 0.6 and 1.2 Å. For 0 (resp. 1.2) Å shifts, energy is
deposited in excess in the outer (resp. inner) cone, leading
to an x-ray flux mostly on the poles (resp. on the equator)
of the capsule. This pole-waist asymmetry variation is
measured by the ratio P2=P0 of the coefficients of Y0

2ð	Þ
and Y0

0 for the spherical harmonic expansion of the cap-

sule density isocontour at half of the peak value at ignition
time, ne=nmaxð	;�Þ [i.e., the external yellow contour on
Fig. 3(b)]. This ratio has been calculated for the three
LASNEX simulations, and is plotted in Fig. 2; as expected,

it is minimum for a wavelength shift of 0.6 Å.
Figure 3(b) shows density contours of the capsule at

ignition time. As can be seen, a variation in �� allows
tuning of the implosion symmetry over a very wide range;
the fusion yield is highest when the symmetry is opti-
mized (the total laser energy was 1.31 MJ for these simu-
lations).

In summary, we have shown that the capsule implosion
symmetry in ignition experiments can be tuned by con-

trolled energy transfer between the laser beams. This is
achieved by shifting the wavelength of some of the laser
beams, which detunes the transfer process by Doppler
shifting the resonant plasma frequency. Laser beam
smoothing effects on crossed-beam transfer are different
from the situation of backscattering instabilities; polariza-
tion smoothing reduces the transfer by a factor of 2,
whereas temporal smoothing can increase it. Integrated
simulations show that there is an optimum wavelength
shift between the cones of beams that cancels the net
transfer between the inner and outer cones, and that vary-
ing the shift in the vicinity of that optimum will allow
tuning of the implosion symmetry on forthcoming NIF
experiments.
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